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1. Synopsis
It is the year 613 counting from the „day of disaster“,
when the peoples of the earth had finally brought about
the destruction of their planet through their greed for
power. The survivors were forced underground and in
the course of time created the „Inner World“, a temporary refuge until the outer world had recovered.
The „Inner World“ has restored the monarchy, in an
attempt to regain security. TAUROS, the sole ruler,
has become obsessed with power and has for decades withheld from his subjects the fact that the outer
world has long been habitable. But rumours begin to
spread, sowing the seeds of distrust against the king.
An underground organisation arises, with the aim of
deposing Tauros and bringing the truth to light.
In the „night of liberation“, AZLOR, the leader of the
separatists, fights his way into the palace. Regardless
of the consequences, he slays all who stand between
him and the king, until he reaches the final obstacle
– the king‘s personal guardian, his face concealed behind a mask. After a merciless duel, he succeeds in killing the guardian at the last moment, and now faces
the king himself. Tauros is taken aback when he sees
Azlor‘s face. The leader of the renegades is no other
than his own nephew, who had disappeared many years previously.
Azlor‘s underlying motive for instigating the revolution
is revealed. He wants to revenge the murder of his mother, committed by Tauros years before when she threatened to become a danger to him. Filled with hatred,
Azlor stands before his uncle, his only desire to punish
him for his crime.
With a triumphant air, the king declares that Azlor is
not very different from himself, and glances over to
the corpse of his guardian. Azlor runs to the lifeless
body and carefully removes the mask. He stares in
speechless horror, as his worst fears are realised. In his
blind fury to revenge his mother, he has killed KALEV,
his own sister. Azlor‘s lust for vengeance has led to her
tragic death at the hand of her brother, so similar to
their mother‘s fate so many years before.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CHARACTERS
Azlor
Leader of the underground organisation
...has the manifest aim of freeing the people from
the tyranny of the king, but the underlying driving
force for his actions is his thirst for revenge.
He has waited for years for the moment of confrontation with Tauros, his uncle.

Tauros
King of the „Inner World“
...was originally like a second father for Azlor. It
was Tauros who taught him the art of swordfighting and who set him on the path of virtue. However, the rise to power wrought a change in him and
he became ever more estranged from his own moral values. Greed transforms him into exactly the
type of person he never wanted to become.
He rules alone over the „Inner World“ and will not
give up his power at any price.

Kalev
Bodyguard to the king
... is Azlor‘s sister, who was 4 years old when her
mother was murdered by Tauros. Tauros conceals
this fact from her, letting her believe that her mother and brother have abandoned her. She grows
up in her uncle‘s household and sees him as a father figure. Tauros has her trained as his personal
bodyguard, in the knowledge that she will be loyal
to him in any situation.

3.

COMMENTARY OF THE DIRECTOR

Greed and the lust for revenge are the worst
enemies of mankind. We have often witnessed
their dramatic consequences both in history and
the present day. Whereas greed destroys the
world around us and individual existences, the lust
for revenge is the inner demon which consumes
the soul in its flame. They lead to a life bereft of
any impulse of love.
We are confronted on a daily basis with announcements of disasters which, when seen closer up, so
often have their origin in both of these forms of
distorted emotion. Here we see a power-crazed
king, whose family means as little to him as his
people. His throne is his life, and on it there is only
room for one.
At first glance, Azlor‘s behaviour seems selfless,
but the intention behind it, to avenge his mother
at all costs, makes him equally as blind and isolated as Tauros. Both are punished for their failings.

4.

IMAGING TECHNOLOGY

4.1 Software extension „Hair farm“
Thanks to our collaboration with Dr. Cem Yüksel
and his software extension, which goes under the
name of Hairfarm, we were able to generate photorealistic hair by computer. His new technology
had already created a sensation at the Siggraph,
the best-known conference for computer graphics.
4.2 Motion capturing
Collaboration with Gotoxy-Av Media enabled us to
use the motion capture method of tracking human
movement by computer. This made it possible for
us to project onto virtual characters the excellent
motion patterns it provided us with. It is a method
used by many film studios, as it delivers high-quality results in an extremely short time. A famous example of it is Gollum, the digital character in „Lord
of the Rings“.
4.3 Film music
The first time director Berter Orpak worked with
film composer Thommy Dietrich was for his last
film production, „Das Protokoll“. The project was
successful and now they have collaborated again
in the present animation film, „Revolution 613“.
New compositions have been created specifically
for this project, in order to underline the changes
of mood, which occur in rapid succession. The orchestration of Thommy Dietrich‘s music is carried
out by David Zell, who has orchestrated numerous
musicals and other arrangements.
Thanks to the cooperation with the Nuremberg
Symphony Orchestra we were able to have the
music played live, resulting in a very special sound
experience.

5. CREW & CAST
Crew
Producer					
Berter Orpak
						Benjamin Haagen
Co-Producer				
Tobias Manglkammer
						Michael Göbel
Director					
Berter Orpak
Writer					
Berter Orpak
Financial Producer			
Tülay Orpak
Enviroment Modeling 		
Benjamin Haagen
Character Modeling		
Tobias Manglkammer
Facial Setup				
Kyra Buschor
						Benc Orpak
Motion Capturing			
Benjamin Haagen		
Character Animation		
Berter Orpak
						Benjamin Haagen
						Tobias Manglkammer
						Michael Göbel
Lighting & Shading			
Berter Orpak
VFX Artist				
Michael Göbel
Concept Artist				
Anna Tluczykont
						Tobias Schweiger
Mattpainting				
Anna Tluczykont
Music Composer			
Thommy Dietrich
Orchestrator 				
David Zell
Orchestra				
Nürnberger
						Symphoniker
Mixing & Mastering		
Roland Häring
Music Programming		
Thommy Dietrich
Sound Design			
Stefan Wühr

Cast
Speaker
Tauros					Tom Zahner
Azlor					Jonathan Tilley
Narrator					
Tesz Milan
Actor
(Motion Capturing)
Azlor					Benc Orpak
Tauros					Jürgen Heimüller

6. PRODUCTION
6.1 CAREER OF THE DIRECTOR AND PRODUCER
Berter Orpak started out in the field of 3D animation, working freelance for various companies from
2004. He went on to study Design and Film Animation at the Georg-Simon-Ohm University of Applied
Sciences, Nuremberg, in order to hone his skills.
There he took part in numerous productions, including TV films and commercials. He made his début
as a director with the short film, „Das Protokoll“,
which has been shown internationally since 2009
and has received numerous nominations.
6.2 CAREER OF THE PRODUCER
Benjamin Haagen became a self-employed 3D designer in 2000 and worked freelance for various
companies. From 2005 he studied Design and Film
Animation at the Georg-Simon-Ohm University of
Applied Sciences, Nuremberg. Collaboration in film
and advertising projects were particularly influential in deepening his knowledge of 3D. In 2009 he
achieved international success and awards for his
3D short film „67 Nord“.
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Director and Producer
Berter Orpak, born 1982
in Stuttgart

2003		
			
2003		
			
since 2004
2005-2011
			
			
2008		
			

Abitur,
Werner-Siemens-Schule, Stuttgart
Internship at
„Unexpected GmbH“, Stuttgart
Freelancer as 3D / Vfx Animator
Study at the Georg Simon Ohm
University of Applied Sciences Nürn
berg, Design
Internship at
„ARRI Film&TV“, München

Filmography
2005		
Animationmovie „Cubic Love“
			
Idea/Production/Animation
2005		
Commercial „Copic“
			
Idea/Production/Animation
2006		
Station-ID „MTV“ (TV-Image-Spot)
			
Idee/Production/Animation
2006		
Music video „Nouvelle Vague“
			
Concept/Production/Animation
2007 		
Titel-Design „Displaced: E. A. Poe“
			
Concept/Production/Animation
2007		
TV-Film „Don Quichotte“
			
3D Animation
2007		
Image-Film „VW Passat CC“
			
3D Animation
2008		
Trailer „ARRI Australien“
			
Idea/Production/Animation
2008		
TV-Film „Zwergnase“
			
Animation
2008		
Kino-Film „Mord ist mein Geschäft,
			
Liebling“
			
Layout Animation
2008		
Commercial „Expedia, US-Hotel“
			
3D Animation
2008		
Commercial „ Zain“
			
3D Animation
2009		
Short movie „Das Protokoll“
			Writer & Director
2011		
Animation movie„Revolution613“
			
Writer/ Director/ Producer

Awards
2005		
			
			
2006		
			
			
2007		
			
			
2008		
			
			
2009		
			
			

Animago - Home/Still/Character
(Stuttgart/Germany)
2nd place - Zed
Animago - Home/Animation
(Stuttgart/Germany)
1st place – Cubic Love
Sparkassen Förderpreis
(Nürnberg/Germany)
CGI Visualization
Int’l Fest of Cinema & Technology 		
(Seattle/USA)
2nd place - Cubic Love
Kitaso Filmtage 2009
(Erlangen/Germany):
Best Longplayer – Das Protokoll

Screenings
2007 		
Int. Trickfilmfestival Stuttgart			
			
(Stuttgart/Germany)
			
„„MTV – Moves“
2007		
Int. Short Film Festival Detmold
			
(Detmold/Germany): Nouvelle
Vague – Waves
2007		
Int. Film Festival “In the palace”
			
(Sofia/Bulgaria)
			
„Nouvelle Vague – Waves“
2007		
Animago
			
(Karlsruhe/Germany)
			
„MTV-Moves“
2007		
Int. Animation Festival Istanbul
			
(Istanbul/Turkey)
			
„Nouvelle Vague” & “Cubic Love”
2008		
Int’l Fest of Cinema & Technology
			
(Seattle/USA)
			
„Cubic Love“
2009		
Int. Izmir Short Film Festival
			
(Izmir/Turkey): Cubic Love
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Producer
Benjamin Haagen, born 1985
in Nürnberg

since 2000
2004		
2004		
			
2005		
2005-2011
			
			
2008		
			

Freelance 3D Designer
FOS Nürnberg
Internship at „2D/3D Studio Krebs“
& „Quelle Photostudio“, Nürnberg
Civilian service
Study at the Georg Simon Ohm
University of Applied Sciences Nürn
berg, Design
Internship at
„Condor Digital Production“, Berlin

Filmography
2006		
			
2006		
			
2007		
			
2007 		
			
2008		
			
2008		
			
2008		
			
2009		
			
2011		
			

Commercail „Lays“
Concept/Production/Animation
Station-ID „MTV“ (TV-Image-Spot)
Concept/Production/Animation
Music video „Apperat“
Concept/Production/Animation
Titel-Design „Die glückliche Klinik“
Concept/Production/Animation
Music video „Sportfreunde Stiller“
3D Animation
Music video „Wer bin ich“ - Lafee
3D Animation
Commercial „MTV“ & „KFC“
3D Animation
Short movie „67 Grad Nord“
3D Animation
Animation movie „Revolution613“
Production/3D Animation

Awards
2009		
			
			
2010		
			
			
2010		
			
			

Sigmad Animation Festival 2009 		
(Madrid/Spain)
1.place - „67 Grad Nord“
Zoom Festival
(Jelenia Gora/Polen)
1.place - „67 Grad Nord“
Kitaso Filmdays 2010
(Erlangen/Germany)
2. place -„67 Grad Nord“

Screenings
2009 		
			
			
2009		
			
			
2009		
			
			

Encounters Short Film Festival
(Bristol, UK)
„67 Grad Nord“
Norrkopng Filmfestival Flimmer
(Norrköping, Schweden)
“67 Grad Nord”
Bornshorts Film Festival
(Gudhjem, Denmark)
“67 Grad Nord”
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